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Abstract 
In this paper we extend the definition of the Besov and the Triebel-Lizorkin 
spaces in the context of spaces of homogeneous-type given by Han and Sawyer in 
[HS] . We consider, as a control of the 'local regularity' ,  functions 'IjJ(t) more gen­
eral than the potentials tet used in their case. We also state Tl-type theorems 
in these spaces. Our approach yields some new results for kernels satisfying 
integral regularity conditions. 
1 Introduction 
In the context of spaces of homogeneous type, G.  David, J . L . Journee and S .  Semmes , 
in [DJSj , showed how to construct an appropiate family of operators {DdkeZl whose 
kernels satisfy certain size, smoothness and moment conditions and the nondegeneracy 
condition :Lkez Dk = I on L2 . In [HSj , Han and E. Sawyer introduced a class of 
distributions on spaces of h,omogeneous type and then established a Calderon-type 
reproducing formula associated to that family of operators for this class. This formula 
allowed �hem to define the Besov spaces il;,q, 1 :::; p, q < 00 and the Triebel-Lizorkin 
spaces F;,q, 1 ·  < p, q < 00 and to show that those spaces are independent of tlw 
family of operators { Dd keZl involved in their definition and, in this way, to develop 
. Littlewood-Paley characterizations of them. 
By considering more general functions 'lj; (t) than the potential functions tet as a 
measure of the local regularity, in this paper we define the Besov spaces ilt,q , 1 :::; 
p, q < 00 and Triebel- Lizorkin spaces i'/,q, 1 < p, q < 00 on spaces of homogeneous­
type. We also state Tl-theQrems of boundedness of generalized Calderon- Zygmund 
operators on these spaces for kernels satisfying integral conditions of size and smooth­
ness . 
In the context of IRn , Y. Han and S .  Hofmann in [HHj prove T l - theorems on the 
Besov spaces il;,q, 1 :::; p, q :::; 00 and the Triebel- LizoIkin spaces i';,q( w) ,  1 < p, q < 
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00. In the case of the Desov spaces they consider the following smoothness conditions 
( L ' I ) sup ( r  IK(x + U, Y + 'v ) - K(x , y ) ldx R>O J2J R< lx-1I1 . � � � �R - . . 
+ r IK(x + u, y + v} - K(x , y) ldY) :: 11 (Ti), J2JR_� :.IZ-1I1 . 
where the 'modulus of continuity' ')'1 satisfies E�l ')'1 « 2Ati ) < 00 ,  for Q = 0 and 
11 (t)  = tf for 0 < Q < f .  
In the case of the Triebel-Lizorkin spaces they consider the conditions 
(Lr2) sup (2kRt/rl ( ( r . IK(X + U, Y + V) _ K(X , Y) lrdx) l /r Jt>o , J2hR< IZ-III<2h+ 1  R lu l+ 1 _ 1$11 - -
+ ( r IK(x + u, Y + V) _ K(X , Y) l rdy) l/r) :: Or (Tk ) , J2h R::; lx-III::;2h+1  R 
where J� or (t) log t-¥  < 00 for Q � 0 and or (t ) = tf for 0 < Q < f . 
On the other hand, in the context of homogeneous-type spaces , Han and Sawyer 
in [HS) prove TI- theorems on the Besov and Triebel-Llzorkin spaces for kernels 
satisfying standard conditions of size and smoothness. These are 
(P I ) IK(x , y) l :::; Ao(x, yt1 
(P2) P'{(x,  y) - K(X', y) 1  + IK(y , x) - K(y, x') 1 :::; (��:',�n < o(x ,  yF1 , 
for o(x ,  y) 2: 2o(x , x') . 
In the same context ,  we consider integral kernel estimates, slightly stronger than 
the ones established in [HH) , when they are compared in IRn for convolution kernels,  
although our assumptions concerning to the 'modulus of continuity' and on the local 
regularity control of the spaces are weaker than theirs . Our results are a refinement 
of those obtained in [HS) since we recOVer these last ones for standard kernels and 
' local regularity con trolled by 'l/J (t) = to< . . 
In the next we establish the general settings of this work . 
Given a set X we shall say that a real valued function o(x , y) defined on X x X 
is a quasi-distance on X if there exists a constant A >  0 such that for all x , y , z E X 
it verifies : 
. 
a) o(x ,  y) 2: 0 and o(x, y) = 0 if and only if x = y 
b) o(x , y) = o(y , x )  
c) o(x , y )  :::; A[o(x , z ) + o(z , y)) .  
In a set X endowed with a quasi-distance o(x ,  y) , the balls B.s(x ,  r) = {y : o(x , y ) < r }  
forrIl a basis of nejghborhoods of x for the topology induced by the uniform structure 
on X. Let /l. be a positive measure on a a- algebra of subsets of X which contains the 
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open set and the balls B: (x ,  r ) . We say that X := (X, 8, J-L) is a space of homogeneous 
type if there exists a finite constant A' such that 
J-L(B.s (x , 2r) )  S A'J-L(B.s (x , r ) )  ( 1 . 1 )  
I holds for all x E X and l' > O .  Madas and Segovia ( [MS) ) showed that i t  i s  always 
possible to find a quasi-distance d(x , y) equivalent to 8(x ,  y) and 0 < (} S 1 , such that 
I d(x ,  y) - d(x ' , y) l . S Crl-9d(x , x,)(J ( 1 .2) 
holds whenever d(x , y ) < To and d(x' , y )  < r .  
We also say that (X,  8, J-L)  is of order (} i f  8 satisfies ( 1 .2 ) . (X , 8, J-L ) is a normal space 
if there exist constants Al y A2 such that 
( 1 .3) 
hols for every x E X and l' > O.  
In this paper X := (X, 8, J-L) will mean a normal space of homogeneous type of 
order O . 
0 
Given a ball B in X and a number "1 , 0 < "I ::; 0 ,  we denote by A"'(B) the set of 
all the complex- valued functions f with support in B such that 
I f (x) - f(y ) 1 ::; 6J8 (x , y )'1 , x , y E X. 
We denote I f I .., the infimum of the constants appearing in ( 1 .4) and I I f l l ..,  = I I f l loo + 
I f l.., . We say that a function f belongs to A3 if f E A"' (B) for some ball B .  The space 
�3 is tae i�ductive lin;it ?f the Banach s,paces A"' (B) .  The spac� of all continous 
lInear functlOnals on AJ WIll be denoted (A�) ' .  
A noncgative real function cP defined on the positive nuinbers is said to be of lower 
type et 2:: 0 if there exists a constant Cl > 0 such that 
Similarly, cP is said to be of upper type (3 if there exists a constant C2 > 0 such that 
In the next we state the properties of an approximation to the identity as defined 
in [liSj . In [DJSj , it is shown how to build such approximation to the identity. Let A 
be the constant of the triangular inequality; associated to 8 
, 
DEFINITION 1 . 1  A sequence (Sk ) kEZ of integral operators is called an approximation 
to the identity , if the kernels Sk (X , y) associated to Sk are functions from X x X in 
C and there exist 0 < f ::f () and a finite constant C such that for all k E Z and 
x , x' , y , y' E X they satisfy 
Sk (X ,  y)  = 0 if 8(x , y) � (2A)-k and I I Sk l l oo ::; C (2A)k , ( 1 .4) 
I Sk (x , y ) - Sk (x' , y ) l ::;  C(2Al(1+<) 8(x , x'r ,  0( 1 . 5 ) 
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I Sk (X , y)  - Sk (x , y') 1 :::; C(2A)k( 1+<) O(Y , y') < , 
I [Sk (X , y) � Sk(X , y')] -., [Sk (X' , y) - Sk (X' , y')] 1 . 
:::; C(2A)k(1+2<) O(X ,  x')/'o(y , y't ,  
r Sk{x , y)dJ.L(Y) = ' r Sk{x , y)dJ.L(x) = 1 .  Jx ' Jx 
( 1 .6) 
( 1 .  7) 
( 1 .8) 
In all this paper the constant 10, 0 < 10 :::; (), wiil denote that associated to an approxi­
mation to the identity satisfying (1 . 5), (1 . 6) and (1 . 7) of Definition (1 . 1) . 
The operators Dk = Sk --:- Sk-l satisfy I:kEZ Dk = I in L2 since limk-too Skf = f and 
limk-t-oo Sk,{ = 0 in £2 . Moreover, their associated kernels Dk(x , y) satisfy properties 
( 1 .4 )  to ( 1 . 7 ) of Definition ( 1 . 1 ) . and 
( 1 . 9 ) 
In [HSl was introduced a suitable class of test functions defined on X,  the set MU3,-y) 
and its dual space (M(,9,'Y) Y .  
DEFIN ITION 1 . 2  Given O < (3 :::; I ,  , > 0 and Xo  E X fix. A function f defined on X 
is a .smooth molecule of type ((3 , ,) of width d centered in Xo, if there exists a constant 
C > 0 such that 
I f{x ) 1 :::; C (d + O(:' xo) ) l+'Y ' 
I f (x ) - f(x' ) 1 :::; Co(x , x'),9 Cd + O(x� xo) ) l+'Y + (d + O(x�, xo) ) l+'Y ) , I f(x)dJ.L(x )  = 0 ,  
hold for every x E X . 
We denote by I l f l l (,9 ''Y1 ' the infimum of the constants appearing in ( 1 . 10)  and ( 1 . 10 ) .  With this norm M(,9,-r is a Banach space and the space (M(,9,'Y» ) , is the set of all conti­
nous and linear functional on M(,9,'Y) . We denote by < h, f > the natural application 
of h E (M(,9 ,-r» ) ' to f E M(,9,-r) . 
In [HSJ , the authors prove Calder6n-type reproduction formulas for both spaces. 
These formulas are stated in the following t�eorems: 
THEOREM 1 . 1  Let (Sk )kEZ be an approximation to the identity and set Dk = Sk -
Sk-l . There exist families of operators (ih )kEZ and (Dk )kEZ such that for all f E 
M(,9,'Y) . 00 . 00 
f = 'E DkDd = 'E Dk Dkf, 
k=-oo k=-oo 
where the series converges in M{,9'd),  for (3' < (3 and " < , .  
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If (Dk )kEZ Y (Dk )kEZ are Hke in Theorem ( 1 . 1 ) then their associated kernels ih (x , y) 
and Dk (X ,  y) are ( e' ,  e/)-smooth molecules of width (2A)-k , as functions of the .first ap.d 
second variable respectively. Therefore, D'i.'J and DU E M(P,r) , whenever I E M(P,Y) , 
o < {3,  "{
. 
< e. This allows to define D,.h and Dkh · as elements · of (M(P,-Y») I for 
h E (M(P,Y») ' ,  by < Dkh,  f >=< h,  DjJ > and < Dkh ,  f >=< h, DjJ > . It is 
then proved in [HSl that the formulas in Theorem ( 1 . 1 ) are also valid in the sense of 
distributions. More precisely 
THEOREM 1 . 2  Let (Dk )kEZ, (Dk)kEZ and (Dk )kEZ be like in Theorem ' {1 . 1} .  Then 
for all f E (M(P''Y» )" we have that 
in the se7lSe of 
00 00 
f = L: DkDkf = L: DkDd, 
k=-oo k=-oo 
(f, g) = lim ( L: DkDkf, g) = lim ( L: DkDkf, g) M-+oo Ikl�M M-+oo Ik l�M 
for all 9 E M(P',..,' ) , with {3' > {3 and "{' > "{ . 
2 ·  Generalized Besov and . Trieb.�l-Lizorkin spaces 
In the context of spaces of homogeneous type, Han and Sawyer ( [HSl ) define the Besov 
spaces iJ;,q and Triebcl-Liwrkin spaces P;,q, of distributions whese flocal regularity' 
is controlled by the function tOt , with -e < 0: < e, and its integrability by p and q. 
Replacing the potentials ta by more general functions 'I/J(t ) ,  we define the spaces iJt,q 
and P/,q. 
In the sequel we denote by t/J the function t/J = �d�2 ' where �l (t)  and �2 (t )  are 
quasi increasing functions of upper type 8 1 < e and 82. < e, respectively and {D" }kEZ 
the family of operators defined in Theorem (L l). 
DEFINITION 2 .1  For f E (M(P,,,,» ) , ,  with 0 < {3, "{ < e, we define 
1 
11 II I.t·. � (f. ( .p« 2� )_.) I IDdl l..Jo) ' il l <; p <; 00, 1 <; q <; 00 ,  
o 
with the obvious change for the case q = 00 Interchanging the order of the norms in 
LP and lq we have . 
I . 
I I f l l'1" � 11 (f.( .p«2�)_.) ID.t I )') ' 1 1 "" if 1 < P, q < 00 .  
Also, if tu is a nonnegative locally integrable junction, we  derwte 
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In a similar way to the case tJ1(t) ::= ta , (see (HS]); it can be proved that if (Pk )kEZ is 
another approximation to the identity of order e and EJe ::::- Pk - PII;-1  then the'tlorms 
obtained replacing Dk by Et. are equivaleJilt to the defined in (2. 1 ) ,  (2. 1 )  and (2 . 1 ) .  
The same result i s  true replacing the opetators Dk by Dk or Dt.. ' . 
The Besov space iJt,q , 1 � p, q :::;' 00, is the set of all f E (M({3,'"'(») I, with fi > S I  
and , > S2 , such that 
' 
for all h E M({3,"'tl. 
Analogously, The Triebel-Lizorkin 'space fr:,q(w) , with 1 < p, q  < 00, i s  the set of all 
f E (M(/9,'"'(» ) / , with !3 > S I  and , >  82 , such tha.t 
I1fllt;.Q (w) < 00, and l(J, h) 1  � 11fllt;.9 (w) Uhll ({3,'"'() , 
for all h E M({3,'"'() . 
When '!/J(t) = tOt we have the usual Besov space iJ;,q �d the Triebel-Lizorkin 
space fr;,q (w). . 
In the following, we state the main properties of the generalized Besov and Triebel­
Lizorkin spaces, iJt,q , 1 :::; p, q < 00 and fr:,q( w), 1 < p, q < '00 , without including 
their proof in order of not extending this work. Both classes are Banach spaces 
and the corresponding dual spaces are iJ;I"',q' and fr;l"" q' (w�pJ Ip) respectively, with 
lip + I Ip' = 1 and l/q + IJq' = 1. The molecular space ' M({3,'"'() is continously 
embbeded in both of them 'if S I < fi and S2 < ,. Moreover, M(" ,·' ) is dense in iJt,q , 
1 � p, q < 00 and fr:,q ,l < p, q < 00 , for all e', such that ina.x(sx, S 2 ) < e' < e. 
In the case of X = IRn , we give some examples of classical distributions spaces ' 
that can be characterized as special cases of the Besov and Triebel-Lizorkin spaces. 
For 1 < p < 00 , frg ,2 = £P. (See [Tr2] and [FJW] ) . . 
If <p is of positive lower type and upper type lower than 1 ,  iJt,q = A:,q , ( see [Tr2] , 
[S] , [J] , [BJ,  [I] ) where A:,q is the set of all the functions (modulus constants) such 
that ' 
and 
[ r  ( 1 I f(X + Y) - f(X) l Ip) q �] llq < for , l <_, p <_ oo, l <_q < oo  iIRn <p( l y l ) IY ln ' 00 ,  
I I f(x + y) - f(x)llp s'!.p <p('1 I )  
< 00 ,  for ,! :::; p � 00 and q = 00.  
yEIR ,yiD Y 
The homogeneous Sobolev space i: , with l ,�  p ,� , 00 and k a nonegative integer, 
consists of all tempered distributions f such that [)'Y f E LP(Rn) for ,  = (/1 1 ' . . , ,n ) 
and 1, 1  == k. Endowed with the norm II fUt; = bhl:::k I ID'"'( flip we have that, i; � 
fr; ,2 . ( See [Tr2] and [FJW] ) .  
' 
Let coIl,sider the fractional derivative operator DOt defined by iJ;;h(e) = 1� IOth(�) ,  
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by < DOll, h >=< f, Dah >, for h E So . The homogeneous fractional Sobolev space 
i� , Cl! > 0, 1 < p < 00 , is the set of all f E S� such that Daf E LP endowed with 
the norm IU I I L� = I IDaf I I LP .  Then that i� = p;,2 with equivalences of norms . In 
the setting of homogeneous-type spaces this result is obtained by Gatto and Vagi in 
[GV] 
3 Definition of the Calder6n- Zygmund generalized 
operators and main theorems 
Let be 6. = {(x , x ) /x E X} and consider the continous linear mapping T: A� -:-+ (A�}' 
for every 0 < {3 � () , associated to a kernel K (x ,  y) , defined on X X X - 6. and locally 
integrable outside 6. such that 
(Tf, g) = J J g(x)K(x , y)f(y)dJ.L(x)dJ.L(Y) (3 . 10) 
for all f, 9 E A� with disjoint supports . .  
We say that T has the weak boundary property of order {3 ,  0 < (3 � () , if T verifies 
(WBP) 
for f and 9 in A�(B) and every ball B e X. Note that (WBP) is also true for every 
f ? {3.  
To obtain the contlnuity of T on the generalized · Besov spaces we require the 
following size and smoothness conditions on K: 
(SO)  sup r ( I K(x , y) 1 + IK(y , x) I ) dJ.L (x ) � C, for every y E Xj 
R>O J R9(x,y)::;2AR . 
( S I )  r . .  ( sup � r IK(w, z )  - K(y, x) ldJ.L(Z )) dJ.L(x ) � /'1 ( (2Ati ) ,  J6(x,Y)? (2A)(2A)JR O<s�R S lo(z,x)<s 
(S I ' ) I . . ( sup � r I K(z , w) - K(X , Y) l dJ.L(Z )) dJ.L(x) � /'1 ( (2AtJ ) ,  16(x,Y)?(2A)(2A)JR O<s�R S 16(z,x)<s 
for every w, y E X and R > 0 such that c5(w, y) < R, for j = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . .  and where 
the modulus of continuity /'1 is a quasi-increasing function defined in t > 0 such that 
limHo /'1 (t) = 0 and which satisfies 
00 
2:)2A)ja/'I ( (2AtJ ) < 00 
j=1 
for some Cl! ? 0, ( or the equivalent condition Id /'1 (t) tQ�l dt < 00 ) . 
If K satisfies the punctual smoothness condition 
(3 . 1 1 ) 
(P) I K(x , y) - K(x', y) 1  + I K(y, x) - K(y, x') 1 � Woo (��:',:'n c5(x , yt1 
for c5(x,  y) ? 2Ac5(x , x') , where Woo is a quasi-increasing function such that 
E�l lw<?O ( (2Atl ) < 00 , then K verifies (SI) and (SI') and /'1 verifies 
E�O /'1 ( (2Atl ) < 00. 
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If K verifies (SI)  then it satisfies the following Hormander-type condition: 
(HI )  r . . IK(w, x) - K(y, x) jdJ.i«(x) � 'Y1 « 2Ati ) J6(x'!I)�(2A)3R . 
for every w, y E X and R >  0 such that ·8(w, y) < R, j E IN, where IL is as in (SI ) .  
Similarly, (SI ' ) implies 
( HI') · l . . . IK(x , w) - K(x, y) ldJ.L(x} � 11 « 2A)-j) h����R . 
for every w ,  y E X and R > 0 such that 0 (w, y) < R, j E IN. 
In order to establish continuity results o n  the generalized weighted Triebel-Lizorkin 
spaces we need the following conditions on the kernel K(x, y) associatea to the oper­
ator T: 
Let 1 < r < 00 and r' such that l/r + l /r' == 1 , then we set \ ' . 
(srO) sup RI/r' ( r (lK(x, y)lr + IK(Y, XW)dJ.L(X)
.
) I /r � C, 
R>O . J R9(x,II)::;2AR . 
for every . y E  Xi 
( SUP � r . .  IK(Z, W) '- K(X , Y)I ' "dJ.L(;») dJ.L(X)] I/r O<sC:;R s Jfl(z,x)<s . 
� « 2A)j Rtl/r'1'r « 2A)-i ) . 
for every w, y E X and R > 0 such that c5(iv, y)  < R, j = 2, 3, . . .  and 1'r is a quasi­
increasing function such that limH0 1'r (t) = 0 satisfying either L:�I hr « 2Atl ) < 00 
or (3 . 1 1 ) .  
. 
If K satisfies the punctual estimate (P) , then K also satisfies (sr I ) and (sr I ' ) 
and Ir = Woo · 
If K verifies (ST l ) then it also satisfies: 
(Hr l )  (J;2A)i-R9(X'II)5:(2A)H1 R IK(w, x ) _ K(y, x ) l rdJ.L(x») I /r 
::; « 2A)j Rtl/r'lr « 2A)-i ) 
for every w , y E X and R >  0 such that c5(w, y) < R. 
Analogously, from (sr I') we obtain 
(Hrl ') ( r IK(x w) _ K(x ) I rd (X») I /r J(2A)i R5,6(x,y)5, (2A)Hl .R . . ' . , y J.L 
� « 2A)j Rtl/r'lr « 2A)-i ) 
whenever w , y E X and R >  0 is such that c5(w, y) < R. 
We now state the main theorems of this work: . 
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THEOREM 3 . 1  Let T: f_� -+ (A�Y be a linear continous operator, with 0 < /3 < E ,  
weakely bounded of order E associated to a kernel J{ which verifies (SO) ,  (51) and 
(51' )  . 
Let cPI and cP2 be functions of lower types, i l  e i2 and of upper types S I < E an.d S2 ,  f , 
respectively. Suppose that /1 verifies L:�o(2A)ja/I « 2A)-j ) < 00 for some 0, such 
that 0 � 0 < E . • 
If Tl = 0 then T i.� a bounded operator on Btdr/>M, for 0 < il - S2 � S I  - i2 S 0 with 
o < 0 < f a.nd I '  � p, (1 < 00 .  
If Tl = T* 1 = 0 then T -is bo'(.£nded on iJtdr/>2 ,q , f01' - 0 � i l  - S2 � .s j - i2 � ·o and 
1 � p ,' q < 00 .  ' 
THEOREM 3 .2  Let 1 < P < 00, 1 < q < 00 ,  1 < r' < rnin{p, q} ,  r such that 
i /r + 1 /r' = 1 and w E Ap/r" 
Let T: A� -+ (A�) '  be a linear continous operator with 0 < /3  < E, weakely bounded of 
order E ,  associated to a kernel /{ satisfying (sro), (srI) and (Hr l ') w'ith modulus of 
continuity 'Yr , a quasi-increasi;'g function such th�t limHo /r (t) = o .  
1 . Let suppose that L:�I hr « 2Atl ) < 00. If Tl = T0 1 = 0 then T is bounded in 
P�,q(w) . 
2. Let cPI and cP2 be of lower types i l and i 2 ,  and of upper types S I  and S2 lower 
than E, r·espect·ively. 
Suppose that L:� I ( 2A)10'/r « 2Atl ) < 00, for some 0 < 0 < E .  
If Tl = 0 then T is bounded in Ptdrh ,q (w) for 0 < i l - .s2 :::; .s 1  - i2 :::; O .  
- IfT1  = T01 = 0 then T i.s bounded in Ptt lr/>2 ,q ( w) for -0 :::; i l - .s2 :::; S I  - i2 :::; O .  
4 Proof of the theorems 
Note that if the kernel J{ satisfies (SO) or (sro) then T can be extended to a continous 
linear operator, T: M({:J,-y) -+ (A�) ' ,  for every 'Y > O .  
In faCt ,  for f E M({:J,'Y) and 9 E A� we consider Xo E X, like in the definition of 
M({:J,'Y) and R > 0 such that .sopg E B(xo, R) . We choose � E A: such that �' == 1 in 
B(xo, 2AR) and � == 0 in B(xo , 4A2R) , and consider the following extension 
(T f, g) := (T(Je) , g) + (T f( l - �) , g) , (4 . 12 ) 
where the first term in (4 . 12) is well defined since f� E A� and the second term must 
be understood as the integral 
' 
I = I I J{(x , y)f(y) ( l - �(y))g(x )dJ1.(y)dJ1. (x ) (4 . 13 ) 
which is absolutely convergent for J{ satisfying (SO)  if f and g -are molecules. It is not 
hard to see that this extension is independent of the choice of � and coincides with the 
o!iginal operator when f E A� . In order to prove the boundedness of this operator on 
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the Besov and Tricbel-Lizorkin spaces, in view of Theorem · ( 1 . 1 )  and since D'kg E A� 
for every k E Z, we have that 
< DkTf, g > = < Tf, Di.g > 
= 
= 
lim L < T Dj(DJ) , Di.g > N-+oo Ij lSN . 
lim L < DkTDj{Djf) , g >, N-+oo Ij l�N 
for every f E M({3,,,!) and 9 E Ag . Setting Tk,j = DkT Dj , the ap�lication 
Kk ,j {x , y ) = (TD; (� , y) , Dk(X , . ) } ,  
i s  the associated kernel t o  Tk,j since for f E M({3,,,!) and 9 E A�, we have that 
< Tk ,jf , g > = < TDjf, Di.g > 
= < T / Dj ( . , y)f (y)dp,(y) , / Dk (x , . )g(x )dp, (x ) > 
(.4:14) . 
= / I < TDj ( . , y) , Dk (x , . ) > f(y)g(x)dp,(x)dp,(y ) ,  (4 . 15) 
where (4 . 15) follows from the point of view of the theory of Bochner's integral. To 
prove Theorem (3 . 1 )  we need the following technical lemma: 
LEM MA 4. 1 Let T be a linear continous operator from A� to (A�) ' ,  for some 0 < 
f3 < E, which is weakely bounded of order E and such that Tl = O .  Suppose that T is 
assoc'iated to a kernel K satisfying (SO) , (SI ) and (51' ) . 
Then, for 'k 2: j ,  we have 
Ix IKk,j (x ,  y ) l dp, (y ) + Ix IKk,Ax ,  Y) l dp,(x) :S; .w ( (2At 1k-j l ) (4. 16) 
where w satisfies I:�l w ( (2A)-I ) (2Aya < 00, whenever I:�l "Yl ( (2A)-1) (2A)la < 00, 
for some a ,  with 0 :s; a < E .  For k < j ,  the left-hand side of (4 - 1 6) is bounded by a 
constant. 
P ROO l" : 
Let us first consider the case k 2: j and suppose that 8(x , y) 2: 4A2 (2Atj . Since 
SOpDk (X , . )  and sopDj ( . , y ) are disjoint sets and Ix Dk(x , z )dp,(z)  = 0 then Kk,j is 
well defined in the form 
. 
Kk,j' (x , y ) = Ix Ix Dk(x , z) [K(z , u) - K(x, u )]Dj {u , y)dp,(u)dp,(z) .  
As I IDj ( . , y ) l dp. (y )  :s; C and 8(u , y) :s; (2A)-j for u E sop Dj { . , y ) , we get that 
8(x , u ) 2: (2Atj+ 1 and then, 
. 
r . 1I<k ,j (X , y) ldp,(y )  lb(x,y)?,4A2 (2A)-J 
< r IDk (x ,  z) 1 r . I K(z ,  u) - K(x , u) 1 
lb(x,z) $ (2A)-k lb(x,u)?,2A(2A) -J 
. X (/ I Dj {u, Y) l dp, (y») dp,(u)dp,(z) 
< C I IDk (x , z) 1 . 
1 b(x,z )�(2A)-k . 
x( r . I K(z , u) - K(x, u ) l dp, (u» dp, (z ) . (4 . 1 7) h(x,u)?,2A(2A)k-J (2A)-k 
) 
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ApplyiIlg (HI ) ,  which follows from (Si ) ,  the inner int.egral in (4 . 17) is then bounded 
by 'Yl « 2A)-(Ic-i» ) and, as I I DIc (X , . ) 11 1 is uniformly bounded in k and x, we �bta.in that 
l . . IK/c,i (x, y) ld,u(y) :::; C'Yl « 2At(k-i» ) ,  (4.18) 16(x,")�4A2(2A)-J 
To handle the integral in dJ.t(x) on the set 8(x , y) � 4A2(2A)-i , We apply (SI' )  and 
the property II Dk lloo  :::; C(2A)k to get 
.fo(X'!I)�4A2 (2A)-j I Kk,j( x , y lld/L(�) 
:::; C! IDj(u, y) 1 { J6(z,U)�2A(2A)k-j(2A)-lr 
x ( 2A)k t . IK(z,  u )  - K(x ,  u) ld/L(z )). dJ.l(x)dJ.l(u) 16(z,z)$.(2A)-k 
:::; C'YI « 2A)-(k-j» ) .  
We noW consider the case 8(x , y) :::; 4A2(2Atj . Choosing , E CO'( -3A, 3A) such 
that � == 1 in [-2A, 2A] we define hk(z) = � ( 2A)kO(x , z») . Since TI = 0, we can 
split Kk,j as . 
Kk,j(x , y) = < Dk(x,  . ) , T (Dj( . ,  y)hk) > 
+ < Dk(x, . ) , T (Dj e. ,  y ) ( 1  - hie » > 
= < DIc (x, . ) , T « Dj ( . , y) - DAx, y))hk) > 
+ < Dk (x , . ) , T « Dj ( . , y) - Dj{x , y»( I - .hk ) )  
= D + B 
But , since I I Dk(x ,  . ) 1 1 ,  :::; C(2A)k(1+<) , 
> 
(4 . 19) 
I I [Dj( . , y) - DAx, y) ]hk l l < :::; C(2A)j( 1+<) and their supports are both contained in 
the ball B(x , (2Atk) then, applying the weak boundary property, we have that 
ID I � C(2A)i(2At(k-j)< , where the constant C is independent of k and j and 
'Y2 « 2A)- (k-j» ) := (2A)- (Ic-j)< satisfies (3 . 1 1 )  when a < f . 
On the other side, since 8(z , u) � (2Atk and Ix Dk (x , z)dJ.l (z) = 0 , the second term 
in (4. 19)  can be written as 
B = !!  Dk (X, z) (K(z , u) - K(x,  u » ) (Dj (u ,  y) - Dj (x , y) 
x ( l - hk(u) )dJ.l(u)d/L(z) .  (4.20) 
Next we split I B I as 
IB I :::; (/ �2A)(2A)-k$.6(Z'U)$. (2A)(2A)-j, + / 1(x,u)
�
(2A ) (2A)-j) 
I Dk (x , z) I I K(z, u) - K(x,  u) I I Dj ( u , y) - Dj(x , y) l dJ.l ( u)d/L(z) 
= Bl + B2 •  (4 .2 1 )  
Since there i s  a posit.ive contant C, independent of j ,  such that , 
. 
I Dj ( u , y) - Dj(x ,  y) 1 :::; Crnin ( 2A)j( 1+<)8 (x ,  u)< ,  (2A)j) , we first get that 
. B2 :::; C(2A)' ! I DIc (X , z) l ( ( . I K( z , u)  - K(x , u ) l d/L(u) )dJ.l(z ) .  (4 .22) 
16(x,u)
�
(2A ) (2A) -J 
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Spliting ( 2A)-j = (2A)k-j (2A)-k , (k � j) ,  and applying (HI ) ,  we obtain that 
B2 � C(2A)3-')', ( (2A)- (k-j) }. We als,? get that 
BI � C(2A)j( I +<) 
x j' I Dk (:I; , z ) 1 (1 . .  J(x , u)< IK(z , U) - K(x , u) ldJl(u)) dJl(Z ) ' (2A)-Hl �6("" u)�(2A)-J+ l ' 
Applying (HI ) ,  the inner integral in (4.23) is dominated by 
k-j 
. 
L !c2A)-k+"l9(Z,U) J(x , u), IK(z , u) - K(x , u) ldJl(u) m= 1  $(2A) -k+m+ l 
k-j 
< C(2A)-k< L (2A)m< ( IK(z ,  u) - K(x, u) l dJl(u) 
m=l 16("" u)�('M)m (2A)-k k-i 
< C(2Ark< L (2A)m<')'1 « 2Arm ) , 
m=l 
and then it follows that Bl � C(2A)i')'3( 2A) -(k-j» ) , where 
(4 .23) 
')'3 ( (2A)-I ) = ( 2A)-I< :E�=1 (2A)m'')'1 « (2A)-m ) v�rifies (3. 1 1 ) for Cl! < e. Denoting 
w = ')'1 + ')'2 + ')'3 ,  from the above results, for k � j we have that , , ( 
( , IKk,i (x , y) l {dJl(x) + dJl(Y)} 16(x ,Y)� (4A2 ) (2A) -J 
� r , D  + B{d� (x) + dJl(Y)} � Cw« 2A)- (k-j» ) . (4.24) 
16("" Y)� (4A2 )(2A)-J' . 
Let now consider the case k < j .  As I DjdJl(u) = 0 , for J(x , y)  � 4A2 (2At\ we 
have that 
Kk,j (X ,  y) = Ix Ix Dj (u ,  y) (K(z ,  u) - K(z , y) )Dk (X ,  z)dJl(u)dJl(z) . 
Since in this case we get that J(z , u) � (2A)-k , from (HI' ) ,  we deduce that 
' �( ) 2 ( )  k IKk,i (X , y) l dJl(x) 16 X,Y �4A 2A -
< Cf I Di (u, y) l ( r IK(z , u) - K(z , y) ldJl(z ) )dJl(u) 16(z,u)� (2A)-k 
< C-n ( 1 ) f I Di (u , y) ldJl(u) � C. (4 .25) 
Similarly, from the null average of Dk (X, . ) , we write 
Kk,j (x , y) = Ix Ix Dk (X, z ) (K(z, u) - K(x, u) )DiCu, y) 
and, by (HI ) ,  we get 
r IKk,Ax , y) jdJl(Y) . 16(x ,Y)� 4 A 2 (2 A )-k 
< C j' I Dk (x , z) l ( r IK(z ,  u) - K(x ,  u) ldJl(u ) )dJl(z) 16 ("" u)�(2A ) -k . 
< C. (4 .26) 
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For cS(x , y ) ::; 4A2(2A)-k wc procceed as in the case k ?:.j .  In fact ,  denoting . 
1j (z) = e « 2A)jcS(y , z) )  j z E X, where e is defined like in that case, we display [{k,j as 
[{k,i(X , y )  = (Dk (x , . ) lj , T(DA· , y ) ) )  
+ / 1 Dk(x , z)[{(z, u)Dj(u , y) ( 1 - 1j (z ) )dJ.l:(u)dp,(z) 
= iJ + 8. (4.27) 
From the (WBP) ,  the first term D, which must be understood in the sense of distrib­
utions, satisfies I D I  ::; C(2A)k, because IDklj l. ::; C(2A)k(2A)j· , IDj l. ::; C (2A)j( 1+<) 
and their supports are both contained in B(y, 3A(2A)-j ) . . 
From the null average of Dj ( . , y) and the property I I Dk (x , . } l I oo  ::; C(2A)k, applying 
(HI') ,  we also get that 0 
I B I 
::; C(2A)k 1 . , I Dj (u , Y) I (t( Z» (2A) (2A)-j l[{(z , u)  - K(z , y) ldp,(z) )dp,(u) 6(!I,u)� (2A )-J :( .. ,;)« 2A)-h 
< C (2At 
By integrating I D I  + I B I over the set {cS(x , y) ::; 4A2 (2A)-k } in dp,(x)  and in dp,(y) 
we obtain the desired estimate and this ends the proof of Lemma (4. 1 ) . <> 
REMARKS 4.2 Note that if in addition we have T*l = 0, then we also obtain (4 . 1 6) 
for k < j since conditions on T and T* are symmetric and 
[{k,,(X, y) = < Dk (X , . ) , TDj( . , y) >=< T*Dk (x , . ) , Dj( . , y) . >  
= < T*Dk ( . , x) , Dj {y, . ) > = [{i,k (Y ' x) . 
PROOF:  OF  THEOREM ( 3 . 1  ) 
Let denote n = i3;,q and (3 = max(s l , s2 ) ,  where 1/J = 4>d4>2 ', 
(4.28) 
Since M« ',<' ) is dense in n, 1 ::; p, q < 00, for all e' such that (3 < e' < e it is enough to 
show that there exists a constant C > 0 such that l iT  f l ln  ::; C l l f l l n  for all f E M« ',<' ) .  
By Lemma (4. 1 ) , Tk,j i s  an integral operator defined by 
and for k ?:. j and 1 ::; p < 00 ,  it satisfies 
In fact ,  applying Holder's inequality, for 1 < p < 00 we have 
I I Tk,jh l lp < (I (/ l [{k,j {x , Y ) l lh (Y) ldp,(y)Y dp,(x)) I Ip 
(4 .29) 
< (/ (/ l[{k,j (x , Y) ldP,(y)yIP' (/ l[{k,i (x , Y) l l h(y) jPdp,(y)) dP,(X)) I Ip 
< Cw« 2At(k-i) ) l l h l l p (4.30) 
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and, for p = 1 ,  we have 
l"'o�' k < j and also from LenlIlla (4. 1 )  we obtain 
On the other hand, from (4. 14) we have 
l iT f I 1 8�.q == . (.L: ( UDk(T f) llp) q) l/q p keZ tP« 2A)-k) 
< (f. (.p( (2�)-') � IID•TD; (D;f)II.) ') 'I, 
� (f. (.p( (2�)-'5 � IIT'J(D,f)II.) ') 'I, 
< . (� ( .p«2�)-') � IIT.JlD;f)II. ) ') 'I, 
, (4.32) 
+ (f. (.p((2�)-') � I IT.J (D;f)li.) ') 'I, � 5, + 5, . (4 .33) 
Nevertheless, from the definitions of lower and upper type, we obtain 
1 
and 
< cP2 « 2At
k) < C(2A) (k-i) (81 -i2 ) cP2 « 2A)-j ) 
cPl « 2A)-k) -
. ' cPl « 2A)-j) 
= C(2A)(k-j)(81 -i2 ) 
1 for k > j 
tP« 2A)-j) 
- ,  (4.34) 
1 :=:; C(2A)U-k){82-i1 ) . 1  . for k < j. (4.35) . tP« 2A)-k) . tP« 2A)-J) 
Therefore, applying (4.34) and (4.29) we get 
Si :=:; c  (L: (L{2A)(k-j)(.� -;2 )W« 2Ar(k-j» ) . 1 _j IIbdllp) q) l/q 
keZ j5,k . tP« 2A) ) . 
� C (f. t�(2A);(. -�)W( (2A)-;) .p((2A:-(Hl) IID>-;fll.) ')''-' 
< C � (2A );(" -;' )w((2A)-i )  (:;. (.p(( 2A :_(>-;» liJi.-; f Ii. ) ') 'I, 
:=:; C l lf l l il�.q , (4.36) p 
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since by hypothesis ,  
Z)2A)i(BI "":i2 )W« 2A)-i ) :5 �)2A)iQw« 2A)-i ) < 00 .  
i�O . . i�O 
On the other side, applying (4 .35) and (4.32) we have 
S2 :5 C (E (E(2A) (i-k) (.2-id 1 _j 1 1  Difllp) q) l/q keZ j>k �« 2A) ) 
- C (� C�(2AY(;' -.. ) .pC (2A i-('-1» 1 1  b._; I l l , ) ') ,1, 
" C E (2A )it; , -., ) • (� (.p( (2A ;-('-1» 1 1 b._; Il l, ) ') ·1. (4.37) 
:5 C l lf l l il",q , (4.38) " 
whenever i 1 - 82 > O. Finally, by Remark (4.2) , if T1 = T"l = 0 then (4 . 16) is valid, 
and also (4.29) ,  for all k and j E Zl. Therefore, instead of (4 .37) the bound for 52 is 
S2 :5 C (E (E(2A) (i-k) (.2-idW« 2At(i-k» ) 1 -i UDiI l lp) q) l /q kez i>k �« 2A) ) . 
:;; C �(2Ay("-;dw( (2A)-; ) (� (,,( (2Ai-(H» I I b.-;/ I I, n '" (4.39) 
< C l lf l l il",q , (4 .40) " 
wheIlever 82 - i 1 � a. In this way, the proof of this theorem is complete. 0 
To prove Theorem (3 .2) we need the following two technical lemmas: 
LEMMA 4.3 Let T be associated to a kernel K sati.'�fying (sr I ) with modulus of con­
tinuity ' ''Yn 1 < r < 00 and 11r + 11r' = 1 .  Then, for k � j, we have 
( . ' f ·  IKk,i (X , YWdJL(Y)) � 
2A)i (2A)-j:5;cS(x.y):5; (2A)i+ 1  (2A)-j . 
I 
� C« 2A)i (2A)-jrf. E 'Yr ( 2Ar(i+I) (2A)- lk-il ) ,  i = 2, 3 , . . . (4.41 ) 
For k < j ,  we have 
. 1=- 1 
( . f IKkJ{X, YWdJL(Y)) � 
2A)i (2A)-k :5;cS(x .y) :5; (2A)i+ 1  (2A)-II 
1 
< C« 2A)i (2Arkr ;;  E 'Yr « 2At(i+l) (2At1k-i l ) ,  i = 2, 3 , . . . (4 .42) 
1=- 1  
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P ROO F :  
Let first collsider the case k � j .  Dellote t = (2Ayiands = (2A)':'k . Let also 
define the set Qi = {y : (2A)it ::; t5(x, y) ::; (2A)i+lt} ,  i = 2, �, . . . . For y E Q; , Dk (X , Z ) '=/: 0 and Dj (u, y) '=/: 0, we get that t5(z , u) � (2A)i"- lt and then the kernel 
I<k,j (X ,  y )  is well defined as 
I<k,j (X , y) = / / D/c(x, z)I« z,  u)Dj (u, y) dJ.l (u)dJ.l(z) 
x x  
= / / Dk (x , i) (K(z , u) - K(x, u» Dj(u, y)dJ.l(u)dJ.l(z) , (4.43) 
x x  
as J Dk (x , z)dJ.l(z) = O.  Since sopDj{ . ,  y) E B(y, t) and I I Dj lloo ::; Cllt we have that 
1 (k. IKk,i (X '  yW dP,(Y») " 
$ C (k. (/ IDk (X , z) I (� / I I{(z, u) -:- K(X ' U) ldP,(U»dJ.l(Z») r dP,(Y») \A.44) 
6(u,y)<t 
Applying Holder's inequality to the inner integral in (4.44) , we obtain that 
1 (k. I Kk,j (X,  yW dP,(Y») -;: 
r 
1 
� C (/ (/ IDk (X ,  z) I (� J \K(z, u) - J((X' UWdP,(U»� dP,(Z») dP,(Y») "(4.45) 
�.  c5(u,y)<t 
Then applying Minkowski 's inequality, we get 
1 (k. \'I</cA x , y W dp(y) ) -;: 
1 
< C / IDk (x , z) \  (/ � / IK(z , u ) - K(x , uW dJ.l(U)dP(Y») -;: dJ.l(z) .  
c5(x,%)�.  Q. c5(u,y)<t 
(4.46) 
Moreover, if y E  Qi and t5(u , y) < t , then (2A)i-1 t ::; t5(x, u) ::; (2A) i+2t .  Therefore, 
writing t = (2A)k-j8 and applying Tonelli's thcol'cru to the integrals iu dp(u) aud 
dJ.l(Y) · we obtain the bound 
. 1 
< C (z' Z)��rz)<. ( / .  1I« Z' U) - I« X' UWdP(U») �4.47) 
_ >0 2A)i+Ir-j-1 8�c5(x,u)« 2A)'+Ir-i+2 . 
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Since i + k - j � 1 ,  we apply the weaker condition (Hr l )  to prove that 
1 
� C« 2A);-i)-� L 1'r « 2Ar (;+k-i+I) (4.48) , 
1=-'1 
and then we get (4.41 ) .  
Let now consider the case k < j and denote Q ;  = {y : (2A)is ::; o(x ,  y) � 
(2A)�+1 s} ,with i = 2, 3 , . . . . , 
�ubstructil1g K(z, y) instead of K(x , u) in (4.43) and procceeding as in (4.44) , (4.45) 
and (4.46) , we get that 
1 
(ki IKk.i (x , yWdJ.L(y») r 
, ! 
� c f IDk (X ,  z) 1 ( I (� f IK(z , u) - K(z, YWdJ.L(u») , :dJ.L(Y») r dJ.L(z) . �i 6(u,II)<t 
( 4.49) 
B;ut, if Y E Q;, o(x , z) < s and o(u, y) < t then' (2A)i- 1 s  � §(z , y) < (2A)i+2S• 
Moreover, writing s = (2A )j-kt and applying condition (sr ! ) ,  we obtain ' 
! 
(ki IKk,j (x , YWdJ.L(Y») r , 
I 
� c sup .( ! sup (.!. f IK(V , U) - K(W, YWdJ.L(U») dJ.L(Y»)
'j: 
6(u,w)<t " L o< .. <t T (2A)'+J -K-I ,S'(w •• ) - 6(u,II)<" , , « 2A)iH-h+2 . . . 
I 
� C« 2At-:k) -;; L 1'r « 2Ar(i+i-k+I) .O (4 .50 ) 
1=- 1 
LEMMA 4.4 Let r, r' and 1'r be like in Lemma (4 . 3) .  Let T: A� -+ (A�) ' be a linear 
continous operator, 0 < (:J ::; E which is weakely bounded of order E with 0 < E � () and , 
such that T! = O . Let also K, its associated kernel, verify (Sro ) ,  (sr ! )  and (Hr !') . 
Then, 
(aJ For k � j, we have 
! IKk,j (x , Y) l l h (Y) ldJ.L(Y) � w ( 2Arlk-jl ) (M( lh() (x») ;; (4.5! ) 
. where M is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator. Moreover, w satisfies 
E�o w« 2At' ) < 60; whenever 1'1' satisfies E�o hr « 2A)-I ) < 00, and w satis­
fies (3. 1 1) with 0 < Q < E, whenever 1'1' satisfies ' the same condit�on·. 
(b) For k < j there is a constant C, not depending of k and j ,  such that if 1'r 
verifies' 
E�o 1'1' « 2A t' ) < 00 then 
f I.Kk,j (X , Y) l l h(y) ldJ.L(Y) � c (M( lh() (x ») � . (4.52) 
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PROOF :  
We first consider the case k ? j.  Denote, as in the previous lemma, t � (2Atj , 
s = (2A)-k and Qi = {(2A)it � 6(x, Y) � (2A)i+1t} with i == �, 3,  . . . . Then,. w e  have ' 
, c. J IKk,j (x , Y) l lh (Y) ldJL{Y) = -(1, 6,( ) A2 +$: j)" IKk.j (X , Y) l lh(Y) ldJL(Y) "'.11 $4 t .=2Q; , , -
= 11 + 12 . • (4.53) 
To estimate 11 we use the bounds obtained in the proof of Lemma. (4. 1)  for the case 
8(x , y) � 4A2 (2A) -j and k ? j .  
Using the hypot.hesis Tl = 0, i n  (4. 19) we have Kk,j (X , y) = D + B, with 
I D I � C(2A)j(2Ar(k-j). : = C(2A)jc51 « 2A)-(k-j» 
and IB I  � BJ + B� , with 
Bl � ! r , , I Dk(x ,  z ) II K(z, u) - K(x, u ) 1 
J(2A) (2A)-h$6(z,U) $(2A)(2A}-j . 
' 
X I Dj{ u , y) - Dj (x,  Y) ldJL( u)dJL(z) , (4.54) 
B2 < j r . IDk (X , z) II K(z, u) - K(x , u) 1  
J6(x,U) �(2A)(2A)-J 
x I Dj{u, y) - Dj(x, Y ) ldJL(u)dJL(z) .  (4 .55) 
By the fact that 11 Dj 1 1 "" � C (2A)j , spliting the inner integral in (4.55) as the se­
ries of the integrals over the sets (2A)it � c5(x, u) � (2A)i+ 1 t  and applying Holder's 
inequality, we get that 
B2 ::; C(2A)j j lDdx , z) 1 
1 
x t ( 2A}it) ;, c .( r . . IK(z, u) - K(x ,  uW dfL(U») r dfL (Z) . 
i=I ' J(2A) ' t$6(x,u) $ (2A) .+ l t  . (4.56) 
As i - j = ( i + k - j) - k and i + k - j > 1, it is enough to apply the weaker condition 
(Hr l) to conclude that ' 
(4.57) 
with c52 « 2At' ) : = L:�I 1'r « 2Ati (2At') .  On the other side, like in (4.23 ) ,  we hav� 
that 
Bl � C(2A)j(I+<) 
x j I Dk(x ,  z ) 1  ( r ' "  8(x,  u)< IK(z ,  u) - K(x, u) ldfL(U») dJL(z) 
J(2A)s$6(x,u) $ (2A)t 
(4 .58) 
Spliting the inner integral as the sum of k :.... j integrals over the sets {(2A)ms � 
£,(x, u) � (2A)m+l s } ,  applying Holder's inequality and, once more, condition (Hr l ) ,  
we obtain 
(4.59) 
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with J3( 2At' )  : = (2At'( ��=I (2A)m('Y� « (2A)-m ) .  
I t  i s  easy t o  check that W1 = 151 +152+153, satisfies the summability properties enunciated 
in this Lemlna and also, the first term in (4.53) satisfies 
11 S CW1 « 2At(lc-j» ) (2A)j J I h (Y) ldJl(Y) 
6(o:,Y):54A2(2A)-j 
1 
< CW1 « 2Ar(Ic-�» ) ( 2A)j I ·  I h(Y ) (dJl (Y)) ;; 
. 6(o:,Y):54A2 (2A)-j 
< . CW1 « (2A)- IIc-jI HM( lh() (x)] ?  (4 .60) 
On the oth�r side, from Holder's in�quality and ine�uality (4.41 )  obtained in Lemma 
(4.3) , it follows that 
l. 
I, < t. V IK.AX , Yl l "dP(Y») " (J.<.,')« M).+ > . lh (Y)(dP(Y)/ 
1 
S . f t 'Yr « 2At(i+I) (2At(lc-j» )[(2A)itr;' ( J I h (Y) (dJl(Y)) ;; .=2 /=- 1 (o:,y)« 2A) i+ 1 t 
< CW2 « 2A)- (k�j» ) [M( lh( ) (x)] ;!7 , (4. 6 1 ) 
with w2 « 2At' ) : =  ��1 'Yr « 2Ati (2At' ) . As W2 satisfies the required summability 
properties , taking w = W1 + W2 we completed the proof of this lemma for the case 
k ;:: j, 
We now consider the C8.'le k < j . In a similar fashion to the previous case we have 
J IKIc,j (x , Y) l l h (Y) ldJl(Y) = ( r . . + t J) I/{Ic,j (x , Y) l l h (Y) ldJl(Y) 16(o:,Y):54A2s i=2 _ . Q i 
= i1 + i2 , (4 .62) 
where Qi = { (2A)is S J(x , y) S (2A)i+l s} .  
Procceeding. as i n  (4 .27) of Lemma (4 . 1 ) , for J(x , y) S 4A2s we write 
/{k,j (X , y ) = (Dk (x , . ) lj , T (Dj ( . , y) ) )  
+ f Dj (u, y) J DIc (X, z) IK(z, u) - K(z, Y) I ( l - lj (z) )dJl(u)dJl(z) 
= D + il, 
where I j { z ) = e « 2A)i 15 (y , z ) )  and e i s  defined as in that lemma. 
By the weak boundary property (WBP) ,  we have! that . D  S Q(2A)Ic .  . 
Taking in account that I I Dk l loo S C(2A)1c , applying Holder 's inequality, then the 
hypothesis (Hr !' ) and,  finally, the weaker property E�I 'Yr « 2Ati } S C, we get 
l il l S C(2A)k J I D, (u , y) 1 
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00 
< C(2A)k E 'Yr « 2A)-i ) $ C(2A)k ;=2 
Then it follows th;:Lt . 
(4.63) 
To estimate 12 we first apply Holder's inequality, then inequality (4.42) obtained in 
Lemma (4.3) and, as 'Yr is quasi increasing we get that 
;=2 1=- 1 
. I 
X ( 2A) i (2Atk) 7 ( r  " I h(Y) (d}J(y)) ;T " 16(x,Y)$; (2A).+1 (2A)-k 
00 1 "  1 I 
< E E 'Yr « 2At(;+l» ) [M( l h(.) (x)r $ C [M( l h() (x)r . (4.65) ;=2 1=- 1 
In this way the case k < j is also proved. <; 
REM ARKS 4. 5 Note that if we have T*l  = 0 in addition of the hypothesis of Lemma (4 .4), then we also obtain (4 .51) for the case k < j .  In fact,' we proceed 'in a similar 
way to that of the case k � j but, for the case o(x , y) $ 4A2 (2A)-k we apply (Hr l ' ) ,  
and for the case o(x , y)  > 4A2 (2Atk , we use (4 .42) .  
PROOF :  OF TU EOREM (3 . 2 )  
Let denote n = i:/,q ( w ) and, (3 = 0 for 'I/J(t) = 1 or (3 = max(s � , 8 2 ) for 'I/J = rPdrP2 ' " 
Since the space M« /,(/) is dense in n for all f' such that (3 < f' < f , it is enough to 
show that there is a" constant C > 0 such that liT fl ln $ C l lf l ln for ,all f E M« / </ ) .  
. 
But , 
1 1 T j I l n  � 1 1 (� (.p« 2�) _.) ID, (T j) ( x) I) '} . /, 1 1 "'(0) 
� 11 (� (.p« 2�) -' ) 1 <  T j, D.(x, . )  > I) ') ./, I Iv(w) 
< 1 1  (� .p(  (2�)-') l� ID,T D;( D;!) (x ) 1)') ./, b(w) 
� 11 (� .p« 2�)-') � IT'�{D;j) (X) I) ') ''' I I ,", (w) , , ) 
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I ( ") q) ' Iq 
� 
11 \� llb( ( 2�) -k ) � ITk,j (Djf) (x) 1 1 1  LP(w) 
+ 1 1 (� "'«2�)-' ) �� IT'J (D;f) (x) I) ') 
", 
1 1 1;(w) 
= l iS, (x) l I u,(w) + I I S2 (X ) I I LP(w) , (4 .66) 
where Tk,j (Djf) (x )  = J Kk,; (x , y ) (Dd) (y)d,:t(y) .  
To estimate S, we apply (4 .51 ) of Lemma (4.4) to obtain that Tk,j satisfies 
"for k � j. From inequality (4.34) obtained in the proof of Theorem 3 . 1  (which is 
obviously true in the case "Ij1(t)  = 1 ) ,  and Minkowski 's inequality it follows that 
(4. 67) 
Nevertheless ,  by Lemma (4 .4) , the first factor in the last inequality is a finite con­
stant since, from the hypothesis Lj>u hr ( (2A)-j ) < 00, in the case "Ij1(t )  = 1 it is 
equal to Lj>o w( (2A) -J )  < 00, and; from the hypothesis LJ>o(2A)jQ')'r ( (2A)-j ) < 00 ,  in the case "Ij1(t)  = <P, (t )/cP2 (t )  and SI - i2 � a, it is lower than or equal to 
Ej>o (-2A)jQw( (2Atj ) < 00 .  
" 
Therefore, we have proved that 
(4 .68) 
Since 1 < plr' , qlr' < 00, we are able to apply the weighted version of the Fefferman­
Stein vector valued maximal inequality to obtain that 
(4.69)  
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Let now estimate 52 . From Remark (4.5) , when T*l = 0 we, also have 
ITk . .i ( DJf) ( ;I: ) I  :::; Cw( (2A)- (j-k» ) (M IDj!((x) ) ;'  for k < j .  Then using inequality 
(4.35 ) and proceeding like in' the previous case we obtain that 
(4 .70) 
(4. 71 )  
since, by the same argument that in the previbus case k � j ,  we can assert that 
Ei>o (2A)J(S2 -idw( (2Ati ) < 00 if either 82 = i 1  = 0 ,  when tf;(t) = 1 ,  or 82 - i l  ::; a 
in the other case. Then the proof follows in exactly the same way than before to get 
that 
(4 .72)  
Nevertheless ,  if condition T*1 = 0 i s  not required then, from inequality (4 .52 ) ,  we still 
have that ITk,j ( D,d) (x) l ::; C(MIDi! l r' (x ) ) ;' .  Then to estimate 5'l (x) , the constant 
appearing in (4 .70)  must he replaced by Ej>o(2A)j(82 -id < 00 whenever il - .';'l > O.  
From there on,  the proof is the same as before. <> 
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